
Consideration Donor Advised Fund Private Foundation

  Tax Deduction as Percent of AGI   Cash: 60% 
  Appreciated assets: 30%

  Cash: 30% 
  Appreciated assets: 20%

  Excise Tax   None   1.39%, typically

  Start Up Costs   None, donors can create an account    
  without minimums or startup fees

  Expensive, most advisors recommend  
  $10mm minimum to start a private    
  foundation

  Requirements to Operate   Simple, accounts can be opened within  
  days

  Complex, foundations can take weeks or   
  months to open

  Administrative Responsibilities   None besides making periodic grant    
  recommendations

  Board meetings, hire staff, maintain    
  records, oversee foundation activities    
  including tax and other filings

  Grant Oversight
  Grants are recommended by donor for    
  approval by the DAF sponsor, though    
  sponsors approve nearly all

  Grants are assured, not recommended

  Annual Minimum Distribution   None   5% of assets

  Anonymity   Donor has discretion to grant    
  anonymously   Grant activity is a matter of public record

  Grant Recipients   501(c)(3) organizations only   Can be individuals; Grant-making  
  decisions fully controlled by foundation

Disclaimer: Advisory services are offered through TIFIN Give, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. Being registered as an investment adviser does not imply a certain level of skill or training. The information contained herein 
should in no way be construed or interpreted as a solicitation to sell or offer to sell advisory services to any residents of any State where notice-filed or otherwise legally permitted. All content is for information purposes only. It is 
not intended to provide any tax or legal advice or provide the basis for any financial decisions. Nor is it intended to be a projection of current or future performance or indication of future results. Moreover, this material has been 
derived from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness and does not purport to be a complete analysis of the materials discussed. Purchases are subject to suitability. This requires a 
review of an investor's objective, risk tolerance, and time horizons. Investing always involves risk and possible loss of capital. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of TIFIN Give and our editorial staff. The information 
contained in this material has been derived from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness and does not purport to be a complete analysis of the materials discussed. All information 
and ideas should be discussed in detail with your individual adviser prior to implementation. Images and photographs are included for the sole purpose of visually enhancing the website.

This document highlights the specific tax advantages of DAFs. If setting up a DAF is the right 
direction for your philanthropic journey, talk to your financial advisor today.

Private Foundations can be extremely useful for charitable giving, but are often costly and time-consuming to administer 
and maintain. This typically limits their use to high or ultra high net worth donors, and even then can be too 
administratively burdensome to justify their costs. 

Increasingly, donors are opting to use Donor Advised Funds to make their charitable gifts. Donor Advised Funds are a 
more accessible alternative to foundations, with simplified administration and greater flexibility. 

To learn more about Donor Advised Funds, download “Five Things to Know About DAFs.” 

As you explore which option is right for your charitable and financial goals, below are some considerations about the key 
differences between the two charitable vehicles:

Choosing the Right Charitable Vehicle: 
Comparison of Donor Advised Funds and Private Foundations

https://go.meetlouise.com/5-to-know-daf-download1

